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Introducing 

Tabriz Petroleum 
Your Trusted Partner for Reliable and 

Sustainable Chemical & Energy Solutions 

In a world driven by innovation and sustainability, we are the 

petroleum refinery that stands as a testament to resilience and 

progress. Our commitment to quality and environmental 

responsibility guides our production of essential fuels like jet fuel, 

while our expertise in desulfurization and hydrogen peroxide 

production paves the way for a cleaner, greener future. With every 

barrel we refine, we fuel the dreams of communities worldwide, 

demonstrating that even amidst challenges, resilience thrives. Our 

mission is not just to refine crude oil; it's to transform it into the 

lifeblood that powers progress.  

More Info 

http://www.tabrizpetroleum.org/
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About Tabriz Petroleum 

Explore our exceptional range of 

petroleum products, encompassing heavy 

and light hydrocarbons, along with our 

renowned Jet Fuel (Aviation Fuel).  

Our heavy hydrocarbons are ideal for 

various industrial applications, while our 

light hydrocarbons find versatility in 

solvent extraction and chemical synthesis. 

Rest assured, our Jet Fuel meets rigorous 

aviation standards, ensuring peak 

performance and safety. Count on us as 

your trusted source for top-quality 

petroleum solutions, tailored to meet your 

specific needs. 

ATK - Aviation Turbine Kerosene 

Experience the Excellence of ATK Jet Fuel: 

Unleash the Power of Our Top-Quality 

Aviation Fuel for Uncompromising 

Reliability and Performance. 

More info 

Light and Heavy Hydrocarbons 
Unleash the Power of Diverse Petroleum 

Solutions: Explore our comprehensive 

range of heavy and light hydrocarbons, 

tailored to empower your industrial 

endeavors. 

More info 

https://tabrizpetroleum.org/Products/atk/
https://tabrizpetroleum.org/Products/hydrocarbons/
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Experience the Power of 35-50% 

Hydrogen Peroxide in Your 

Applications; 
 

Tabriz Petroleum offers high-quality 

hydrogen peroxide 35-50%, a versatile 

chemical solution tailored to the specific 

needs of the paper and textile industries. 

Our product's efficacy enhances 

bleaching processes in papermaking, 

while its antimicrobial properties 

contribute to textile disinfection and 

preservation. 

Chemical Products 

More info 

Our Responsibility  

Our team is dedicated to providing excellent customer service and 

support, and we believe in building long-term relationships with our 

customers. 

We also have representative offices in Turkey, Armenia and Belarus to 

cater to our customers' needs in those regions. 
  

We would be honored to have the opportunity to work with you 

and fulfill your chemical requirements. For further information or 

inquiries, please don't hesitate to contact us. 
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Send Message 

https://tabrizpetroleum.org/Products/hydrogen-peroxide/
mailto:info@tabrizpetroleum.org
https://t.me/zamanlu
https://wa.me/989370776370
https://linkedin.com/company/tabrizpetroleum

